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Outline
I. The Convertible Static Compensator (CSC) at New 

York Power Authority (NYPA)
II. RSCAD setup of the CSC
III. PSCAD setup of the CSC
IV. Transient Network Analyzer (TNA)
V. C-HIL Implementation



What is CSC?
• The Convertible Static Compensator (CSC) at NYPA is power electronic-based

equipment that provides dynamic voltage regulation of the Marcy Substation 345
kV bus, and controls the electric power flow in the New Scotland and/or the
Coopers Corner 345 kV transmission lines as seen in Fig. 1

• The CSC employs two identical voltage-sourced Gate Turn off (GTO) thyristor-
based inverters, each with a nominal steady state rating of ±100 MVA, and each
capable of full 4-quadrant operation.

• Four three level NPC converter, which can be seen in Fig. 3, are used for CSC.
Therefore, their square wave outputs are combined electromagnetically to
generate a 48 pulse output voltage waveform as described in Fig. 4.
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Figure 1: NYPA CSC Oneline Diagram Figure 2: STATCOM Model of the CSC4



5Figure 3: NYPA CSC Single Inverter Power Circuit
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Construction of 
48 pulse voltage 
based on NYPA 
converters 
concept in 
MATLAB.
(the voltage 
amplitude is not 
the same as NYPA 
and only wave 
construction has 
been considered.)
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Figure 4: 48 Pulse Generation in MATLAB
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7Figure 5: NYPA 3 Bus System with STATCOM in RSCAD
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Inv – I inside the small step bridge box 

T-line, 
sending end

8Figure 6: Inverter I in the Small Step Bridge Box



Inv – II inside the small step bridge box 

T-line                          
receiving end

9Figure 7: Inverter II in the Small Step Bridge Box
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T-line Parameters



NYPA STATCOM Connected to NYPA 3 Bus AC System in PSCAD
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Controller Performance in RSCAD and PSCAD

Injected reactive power to
the bus after flipping the
switch from 0.4pu to -0.4pu.

Injected reactive power to the
bus after flipping the switch
from -0.4 pu to 0.4pu. 12
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Figure 8: Three Phase to Ground Fault Condition with NPC 
STATCOM

Figure 10: Harmonic Spectrum Analysis of Three-phase Marcy 
Bus Voltages at Post-fault with NPC STATCOM
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STATCOM Reactive Current Control
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 Source code is written in assembly language.
 The inverter currents, the line currents, and the source voltage angle 

are transmitted from each inverter to related DSPs to DSPX via serial 
port.

 DSPX also detects the bus voltages and the line voltages for each 
inverter via analogue input ports.

 To calculate the fundamental positive sequence system of all the 
quantities, park transformations is applied then a moving average filter 
is applied.

 The PLL for the bus voltages is controlled by DSPY.
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 FREEDM has The Transient Network Analyzer (TNA) which is a

scaled-down analog model of the CSC with identical controls and all

equipment ratings modified to an equivalent 12VA, 100V system.

 TNA allows injection of low frequency oscillations in source voltage

magnitude and angle to allow simulation of transient power system

oscillations.
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Transient Network Analyzer (TNA)
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Comparison between TNA and RTDS



 There are three signal Processors on the Real Time Control Board (RTC).
 DSPX is used for housekeeping on the RTC board while DSPY (Inverter 1) and DSPZ

(Inverter 2) are responsible for the inverters.
• Shunt Control is the most complex of the four control modes with an outer

(voltage ) loop and an inner (current) loop working in series to generate the
control angles.

• The outer control loop derives the set point value of the reactive current
controller (i*qshunt) from the bus voltage controller. The reactive current
component of the inverter currents (iqshunt) is derived via a transformation into
a rotating dq-reference frame. The reference angle for the transformation is the
bus voltage angle derived from the phase locked loop.
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 The CSC may have one or both of its inverters configured for Shunt Control.
Normally the shunt connected inverter operates as a STATCOM.

 It generates reactive power. However, when the shunt connected inverter is
part of a UPFC it must also be able to generate real power. Therefore its DC
capacitor is connected to the DC capacitor of the UPFC series inverter.

 When the shunt inverter is in STATCOM mode the DC capacitors of the two
inverters remain disconnected. The shunt connected inverter always retains
(indirect) control of the DC capacitor voltage and uses the variation in its
magnitude to control the magnitude of the shunt inverter’s output voltage
and current.

 A fixed control ratio between the DC voltage and the amplitude of the
inverter output voltage space vector is used for shunt inverter operation i.e.
the width of the zero step in its output voltage waveform remains fixed
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C-HIL Implementation (In Progress)
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